SYST E M S M AST E RY – H OWA R D PA RT R I D G E

“Mastery is a _______________ to _________________ your best, so to ______________ extraordinary
_____________ you must ______________ the extraordinary ____________ it represents.” – Gary Keller

THE THREE COMMITMENTS
First, you must adopt the ____________ of someone ____________ mastery.
Second you must continually seek the very best __________ of ___________ things.
Third, you must be willing to be held ______________ to doing ______________ you can to achieve your _______
Thing.

1. Follow the Path of Mastery
Mastery is a ________.
Mastery is a ________ of ____________.
The path is one of _______________ learning and re-learning the ____________ of a never-ending journey of
greater experience and ______________.
When what you’ve chosen to master is the _________ thing, then________________ it will make everything else you
do either easier or no longer necessary.
Mastery means giving the ___________ you have to _______________ the best you can be at your most important
________.
White belts know the same moves that black belts know. They just haven’t practiced them enough to do them well. The
creativity you see at a black belt level comes from __________ of the white-belt fundamentals.
“A black belt is just a white belt that never quit” – Senior Grandmaster Edward B. Sell
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IS MASTERY A GIFT?
Expert performance comes from ___________.
Note: The ______________ _________. rule.
Mastery is a ___________.
The pursuit of mastery bears _________.
As you progress along the path of mastery, both your ________ _____________ and your success
________________ will grow.
The path of mastery is not so different from one ____________ to the next.
Mastering ______ ____________ serves as a platform for, and speeds up the process of, doing other things.

2. Move from “E” to “P”
The Entrepreneurial Approach: Do what comes ____________. The Purposeful Approach: Do what comes
_______________.
“All growth happens outside the _____________ __________ – Rick Jones
Masters don’t do the best they can do, they do it the _________ it _______ be done. All natural ability has a
_____________ of achievement.

3. Live the Accountability Cycle
___________________is most likely the most important of the three commitments. Without it, your journey down the
path of mastery will be cut __________ the moment you encounter a challenge.
________________ people achieve results others only ___________of.
The single most important difference between amateurs and elite performers is that future elite performers seek out
____________ and ___________ and engage in supervised training, where amateurs rarely engage in similar types
of practice.
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THREE LAWS OF MASTERY
1. Mastery is a _____________. What people ____________ shapes what they ____________.
Masters have a ___________ mindset rather than a ___________ mindset.
2. Mastery is a __________.
3. Mastery is an ______________ to realize fully.
The joy is in the _____________ more than the realization. In the end, mastery __________ precisely because
mastery ______________.

T H E M I L L E N N I A L M Y T H – H OWA R D PA RT R I D G E
What is a millennial exactly?

The millennial myth: They are all _______, ______________and ___________.
By the year 2025, ______ of your workforce will be millennials. – The Leadership Challenge
_______of American workers are disengaged.
How to engage a millennial: Match your Company _________ to theirs personal ________.
Mission – ________do they _________?
Values – _______do they want to _____?
Purpose – ________do they do what they ______?
Mission
Know their _______
Know their ________
Know their _______
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“You can have everything in life you want, if you will just help enough other people get what they want” – Zig Ziglar
Values
_______Profile
___________ of Success
________Experiences
Purpose
What do they ______about?
What do they _______about?
What do they _______about?
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M______________

A_______________
People want to have autonomy over their _______, their _______, their ____________, and their _________.
“Different individuals have different ____________, so the best strategy for an employer would be to figure out what’s
______________to each individual employee” – Tony Hsieh, Zappos CEO
P________________
We’re learning that the profit motive, potent though it is, can be an insufficient impetus for both individuals and
organizations. An equally powerful source of energy, one we’ve often neglected or dismissed as unrealistic, is what
we might call the _______________ __________.
Motivation 3.0 doesn’t reject profits, but it places equal emphasis on ____________ ________________.
NOTES:
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